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Political theory, like moral theory, must use experience
and not sneer at it.
But  Burke  went  too  far.    Having established the
necessity of studying facts, he surrendered himself to
the complete dominion of facts ;   having started out
by denouncing the doctrinaire, he went on to denounce
all doctrine.     Because we are willing to study what is
there is no compulsion to assert that whatever is, is
best.    Burke, in fact, altogether underrated the value
of ideas.    He could not see that to demonstrate the
state of nature to be historically false, proved nothing
vital against Natural Law.    The fact that we are not
all born free and equal does not destroy the assertion
that freedom and equality are valuable, and therefore
worthy of promotion.    So eager was Burke to see in
society a natural and organic growth, that the notion
of   artificially   stimulating   that   growth   was   utterly
repulsive to him.    But society is not a growth in the
same sense that a plant is a growth.    Wild plants may
be left to corne to ripeness in their own undecided way,
but society develops not only by reason of its inherent
vitality, but also by the aid of stimulants from without.
While economic forces were working slowly to necessitate
the French Revolution, there can be no doubt that the
ideas of the philosophers hurried on the conflagration.
Burke, infuriated by the French Revolution, therefore
argued that the fault was caused by the interference
with spontaneous forces.    But if the external prompt-
ing   of   ideas   could   work   so   powerfully   for   harm,
could it not equally work for good ?    As Mr. Graham
points   out,    Burke   would   logically   have   had   to
support   the   persecuting   Emperors   at   the   rise   of
Christianity.    In   other   words,   Burke,, revering   the
Church  Successful,  would  have  fought  with  all  his
eloquence   the  same   Church   Insurgent.    To   such   a

